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INITIAL SKID RESISTANCE OF NEW ASPHALT

1.

INTRODUCTION

Skid resistance (as measured by SCRIM - Sideways force
Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine) of some newly
placed asphalt, when wet, is initially low.

The sfc results for the various surfacings are shown in
Figure 1. These results are based on traffic counts of
approximately 15,000 vehicles/lane/day.

This Technical Note provides guidance to managers of newly
surfaced works being opened to traffic to advise motorists
at higher risk locations that the skid resistance is temporarily
reduced.

The test information shows that as the initial skid resistance
of wet surfaces may be below the intended frictional
resistance, temporary warning signs may be required at the
following locations:

2.

•
•

SKID RESISTANCE DEVELOPMENT

The measured Sideways Force Coefficient (sfc) varies with
time and there are three stages in initial skid resistance:
An initial time where the sfc can be relatively low and
seems to be affected by the coating materials (bitumen
or polymer modified binder);

3.

2.

A time when the sfc begins to increase as the surface
coating is worn off;

The temporary sign shown in Figure 2 is suggested to advise
motorists of the temporary conditions.

3.

A time when the aggregate polishes and the sfc
decreases towards its longer term value.

The Suggested number of days that the sign should be
displayed at intersections, ramps and tight curves is given
in Table 1.

NEED FOR TEMPORARY WARNING SIGNS

S k id (F ric tio n) R e s ista nc e
Fir s t 1 00 Da y s f ro m O pe n in g to Tra f f ic
Skid Res is ta n c e @ 5 0 km/h

1.

•

Roundabouts;
Approaches to pedestrian/school crossings, traffic
light controlled intersections, railway level crossings
and roundabouts;
Curves with radius 울250 m, gradients 욷5% and
욷 50 m long, freeway/highway ramps.
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The exposure times are based on:
•
•

Approximately 15,000 vehicles/lane/day;
By assuming that it takes approximately the same time
for the binder to wear off at all sites.
Table 1 Suggested Days to Retain Warning Signs

D ays
Bi nder
Surfaci ng Type
C lass 170 to
C lass 600

Polymer
Modi fi ed
(PMB)

D ense graded
asphalt (D GA)

3 to 4

35 to 40
(est.)

Open graded
asphalt (OGA)

6 to 7

40 to 45

Stone masti c
asphalt (SMA)

8 to 9

45 to 50
(est.)

Ultra thi n
asphalt (UTA)

6 to 7
(est.)

40 to 45
(est.)

Figure 2: Suggested Advisory sign
5.
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Note:
1. Where traffic volumes are less than 15,000 vehicles
per lane per day the number of days may be adjusted
to achieve an equivalent total volume of traffic.
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GeoPave believes this publication to be correct at the time of printing and does not accept responsibility for any consequences arising
from the use of the information herein. Readers should rely on individual judgement and skill to apply information to particular issues.
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